
The 
Future of 
Consulting 
Lives Here

http://guidehouse.com
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Start Your Journey Here.
Congratulations! You have reached a level of academic 
accomplishment to be admired and celebrated. So as you take 
that next important step forward to the career you have studied 
and trained for, we invite you to explore something new and 
different, innovative and revolutionary in a world where ‘status 
quo’ models surround you.

Meet Guidehouse.

We are creating a new type of consultancy that brings together a 
wide array of skills and talents, cultures and communities, clients, 
and challenges to inspire you and help us build a brighter future 
with our clients. 

Join us and start your journey forward.
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About Guidehouse

Guidehouse is a leading global provider of consulting 
services to the public and commercial markets, 
with broad capabilities in management, technology, 
and risk consulting. We help clients address their 
toughest challenges with a focus on markets and 
clients facing transformational change, technology-
driven innovation, and significant regulatory 
pressure. Across a range of advisory, consulting, 
outsourcing, and technology/analytics services, we 
help clients create scalable, innovative solutions that 
prepare them for future growth and success.  
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Our Mission at Guidehouse is to solve big problems, build trust in society and empower our 
clients to shape the future. As we work side-by-side with our clients to solve these problems, 
we confirm our mission importance and bring it to life for the benefit of generations to come.

Our Vision is to earn a seat at the table for our clients’ most complex issues, creating limitless 
opportunities and meaningful impact.

Our Mission & Values
Together, We Rise

Respect | Be a beacon 

We rise by illuminating the diversity 
each person brings, ensuring all can shine. 

Integrity | Be the compass
We rise by being courageously 
ethical and charting the right course. 

Innovation | Ignite change
We rise by combining deep expertise 
with boundless creativity to deliver 
outstanding results. 

Stewardship | Be a guardian
We rise by helping our people grow, our 
business succeed, and communities thrive. 

Excellence | Pursue perfection
We rise by being committed, 
refusing average and constantly evolving. 

Campus  Recruiting    5 Guidehouse Company Overview

https://guidehouse.com/about/company-overview
https://guidehouse.com/about/company-overview
https://guidehouse.com/about/company-overview
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$1,00,000 in employee 
and corporate donations

7,000 pro bono and 
volunteer hours

Purchased 100% Renewable 
Energy for most of our global offices

Committed to Science Based Targets 
to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions

Corporate Citizenship and 
Sustainability

Making a positive impact where we work and live is core to 
Guidehouse and our history. An important value for all of 
us is to be good stewards — both within the company and 
in our communities. Guidehouse is consistently exploring 
opportunities to increase our impact and support each of our 
employees in what they are passionate about and how they 
want to give back.

Guidehouse Corporate Citizenship

https://guidehouse.com/about/corporate-citizenship
https://guidehouse.com/about/corporate-citizenship
https://guidehouse.com/about/corporate-citizenship
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Committed to our People, our Clients, and Communities

 At-A-Glance

  Data reflects information measured during the 2019 - 2020 period.

  * Data Source: Definitive Healthcare 

  ** Data Source: based on 2019 data from PharmExec 

*** Data Source: 2019 S&P Global Platts Top 250 Global Energy Company Rankings®
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50+ 
locations 
globally

Guided by  
our values:

Respect 

Integrity 

Innovation 

Stewardship 

Excellence

RI2SE

4 consecutive 
years on Forbes 
Top Employers

Commitment to Inclusion, Diversity and Belonging

Energy: 60 of the 
world’s largest electric 
and gas utilities***

60

190

33 languages 
fluently spoken

Malcolm Baldrige 
National Quality 
Award Recipient

8,000+ 
employees

Vault 2019 Best 
Consulting Firm for:

46% hold  
professional 
certifications

38% have  
advanced 
degrees

11 consecutive  
perfect scores 
with Human Rights 
Campaign

49% 
female & 

51% male

Great 
Place 
to Work

6 
generations of 
professionals

7 employee 
affinity 
groups

37%  
racially 
diverse

5% 
Veteran & 
Active Duty

Healthcare: 7 of 
the top 10 hospital 
systems (by Member 
Hospital Beds)*

7

3

Life Sciences: 

38 of the top 50 
pharmaceutical 
companies**

36

14

Financial Services: 8 
out of 10 of the largest 
U.S. banks

8

2

14 out of 15 
departments 
of the Federal 
Government

14

1

5 branches
of military
service 

5

1

Energy Consulting

Healthcare
Consulting

#8

#14
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What We Do
We are a client-centered, mission-driven organization focused on solving 
today’s most complex issues facing our clients and our world through 
collaborative solution design, bold strategy, and innovation that goes 
beyond conventional thinking. 

We strive to help our clients succeed, so together we build and nurture 
trust in society, improve quality of life, and enhance global stability, 
resilience and sustainability.

Core
Competencies

Financial
Crimes

Solutions

Finance
Optimization

Technology
Solutions

Strategic
Development

Sustainability
Solutions

Operational
Effectiveness

Risk, Regulatory
and Compliance

Portfolio
Management

8       Guidehouse
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Advanced Solutions
Guidehouse helps navigate the waves of disruption to transform technology 
challenges into opportunities  today, tomorrow, and for years to come.

Defense
Guidehouse offers skilled consulting teams with fresh perspectives to help 
our Department of Defense clients achieve mission success in innovative, 
yet practical ways.

Energy, Sustainability, and Infrastructure
We collaborate globally with utilities and energy providers, investors and 
large corporations, NGOs and the public sector to create sustainable, 
resilient communities and infrastructure.

Financial Services Advisory & Compliance
We help clients identify cost drivers to reduce spending and improve 
accountability while focusing on compliance with the myriad requirements 
facing both commercial and public sector organizations.

Healthcare
We offer insight, intelligence, and actionable solutions to help organizations 
harness the momentum of the market, innovate new solutions, and prepare 
the workforce for what lies ahead.

Life Sciences
Guidehouse helps top pharmaceutical, biotech and medtech companies 
build their businesses by providing insights for growth, solutions to manage 
strategic, operational, and financial plans, and expert advice and counsel to 
protect against regulatory risks.

National Security Segment

We work with our clients to make a measurable impact on the national 
security mission: to protect and enrich the lives of our nation’s citizens.

State and Local Government
With the next generation of predictive analytics, we provide governing 
bodies the tools, insights, and experience needed to make the right 
decisions at the right time. 

Our Service Areas

Campus  Recruiting    9 
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Advanced Solutions Segment
Guidehouse’s Advance Solutions Segment provides comprehensive 
technology solutions to help governments, corporations, and nonprofits, 
leverage technology to optimize their internal processes and supply chains, 
empower their employees with data-driven intelligence, and create highly 
customer-centric products and services. 

Advanced Analytics & 
Intelligent Automation

Business Intelligence

Capital Projects & 
Infrastructure

Cybersecurity

Digital and Emerging Technology

Enterprise Performance 
Management

Enterprise Resource 
Planning

Enterprise Risk 
Management

IT Strategy

Open Source Solutions

Partnership Alliances
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Defense Segment
As the third-largest consultancy to the U.S. government, Guidehouse supports the 
U.S. military through their toughest challenges.

Headquartered in Washington, D.C., our geographically distributed team provides 
deep experience, relevant skills, and a strong veteran presence. 

COMPREHENSIVE CAPABILITIES

• Management Consulting

 − Business Strategy for 
Commercial A&D

 − Financial Management

 − High-Performance Research 
and Development

 − Human Capital and Talent 
Management

 − Infrastructure, Real Property, 
and Energy

 − Portfolio, Program, and 
Project Management

 − Risk Management and 
Investigations

 − Supply Chain Management 
and Product Support

 − Supply Chain Risk 

Management

• Technology Consulting

 − Cybersecurity

 − Data: Analytics, Visualization, 
Artificial Intelligence, Machine 
Learning, Robotic Process 
Automation

 − Digital Transformation

 − Enterprise Resource Planning 

 − IT Strategy and Services 

Guidehouse Defense

GUIDEHOUSE DEFENSE

Army

Coast Guard

Navy

Air Force

Marines

Commercial 
Aerospace & Defense

Office of the 
Secretary of Defense

https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/defense
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/defense
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/defense
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Energy, Sustainability, and
Infrastructure Segment
With more than 700 consultants, Guidehouse’s global Energy, Sustainability, and 
Infrastructure (ES&I) segment is the strongest in the industry. We collaborate globally 
with utilities and energy providers, investors and large corporations, NGOs and the 
public sector to create sustainable, resilient communities and infrastructure.

We’ve solved big challenges with the world’s 60 largest electric, water, and gas utilities; 
the 20 largest independent power generators; five of the 10 largest oil and gas majors; 
the 20 largest gas distribution and pipeline companies; European governments; 
and the U.S. federal government’s civilian agencies involved in the country’s land, 
resources, and infrastructure.  Our experts turn vision into action by leading and de-
risking the execution of big ideas and enabling clients to reach their ambitions through 
transformation. 

BREAKTHROUGH INNOVATION ACROSS INDUSTRIES

ES&I’s solutions help solve client challenges by combining deep domain expertise, 
market research through Guidehouse Insights, and advanced technology capabilities 
to provide breakthrough innovation for clients.

ES&I SOLUTIONS

Data and 
Analytics

Energy Systems
Transformation

Risk, Compliance, 
and Security

Building and
Appliance

Technologies

Energy Transition
Financing

Transmission 
Services

Capital/Asset
Investment

Planning

Generation
Services

Utility C&I 
Revenue
Growth

Customer
Programs

Mobility

Utility Flexibility
Program

Decarbonization

Modern Pricing
Platform

Utility Resource
Transformation

Guidehouse ES&I

https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/energy
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/energy
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/energy
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Financial Services Advisory and
Compliance Segment
We help global financial services leaders overcome challenges and seize 
opportunities in an evolving industry.

In a rapidly changing business environment, leading financial services 
companies of all sizes have trusted Guidehouse’s Financial Services Advisory 
and Compliance (FSAC) professionals to provide solutions to their toughest 
challenges. For over two decades, we have helped clients address evolving 
risks and regulations, confronting new and nontraditional competitors, 
adapting to shifting markets and customer demands, or driving innovation 
in the face of earnings pressures and scarce resources, these companies 
cannot afford to place the wrong strategic bet.

We view risk management as a competitive advantage — and strike the right 
balance between protecting the enterprise and enabling efficiency, agility, and 
profitable growth. Our clients rely on Guidehouse for pragmatic and “right-
sized” solutions tailored to their risk management and operational challenges 
— whether embarking on a multifaceted transformation, unleashing 
innovation, remediating deficiencies, or enhancing operations.

Institutions choose to partner with Guidehouse to tap into our deep industry 
experience and insights, highly skilled professionals, and “roll-up-our-sleeves” 
working style. Executives at all levels have come to rely on Guidehouse’s 
ability to not only help solve complex issues, but to operationalize the 
solutions.

400+ EXPERT FINANCIAL 
SERVICES CONSULTANTS

GUIDEHOUSE’S SERVICES 
FOR FINANCIAL SERVICE 
CLIENTS:

• Investigations 

• Disputes Advisory

• Operations and Technology 
Transformation

• Regulatory, Risk, and Controls 
Consulting

• Managed Services/
Outsourcing

WE MANAGE ENGAGEMENTS 
FROM OFFICES IN 
MAJOR FINANCIAL HUBS, 
INCLUDING:

• Boston

• Charlotte

• Chicago

• London

• New York

• San Francisco

• Washington, D.C.

#GUIDEHOUSEExperts ARE:

• Compliance officers

• Former regulators

• Data experts

• Accountants

• Prosecutors

• Attorneys

• Bankers

• Law enforcement officers

SERVICING:

• 17 of the top 100 AM law firms

• 100 firms

• 9 of the top 10 largest U.S. 
banks

TRUSTED ADVISOR TO:

• 200+ financial service 
companies

Guidehouse FSAC

https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/financial-services
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/financial-services
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/financial-services
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Health Segment
The Guidehouse Health segment includes clinicians, scientists, 
former provider and public health administrators, and other experts 
with decades of strategy, funding, policy, revenue cycle management, 
digital and retail health, managed care, and outsourcing experience. 
Guidehouse professionals help hospitals and health systems, government 
agencies, life sciences companies, and payers strategically redesign, revitalize, 
and transform their operations. 

Guidehouse Health clients include more than 300 health systems, including 11 of the 15 
“Honor Roll Hospitals” as rated by U.S. News & World Report, and 80% of the U.S.’s largest 
health systems listed by Definitive Healthcare.

GUIDEHOUSE HEALTH

WHO WE ARE

DELIVERED TO 
COMMERCIAL 
& PUBLIC 
SECTORS

AWARDS

2,700
Consultants

1,400
Managed Services Professionals 

BEST IN KLAS
Recognized for Revenue
Cycle Consulting, 
Outsourcing
Extended Business Office
CDI Services

Hospitals, 
Health Systems,  
and Physician 
Enterprises

Payers

Life Sciences Federal & State 
Government 
Agencies

4X RECIPIENT

National Institutes 
of Health Director’s 
Award

Guidehouse  Health

https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/healthcare
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/healthcare
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Life Sciences Practice
Our Life Sciences Teams: 

• Provide a foundation of insights to help clients grow and innovate, develop products, bands and build franchises.

• Develop solutions that help mange strategic, operational, and financial plans, and thrive in the dynamic healthcare 
environment.

• Implement reimbursement strategies and manage Hub Services for complex and innovative products coming to market. 

• Evaluate the regulatory environment and support clients with FDA, EMA, and equivalent regulatory body submissions 
and responses. 

• Build, implement and test healthcare compliance programs.

• Deliver expert witness support and advice for counsel. 

Brand

Corporate

04   COMPLIANCE

05   REGULATORY03   PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

06   MARKET ACCESS02   OPERATIONS

07   MEDICAL AFFAIRS01   STRATEGY

08   IN-LINE09   LAUNCH

Governance
Risk Management
Mentorships
Program Design & Implementation

Regulatory  Affairs Advisory
Quality Management Systems
Pharmacovigilance
483, Warning Letter Response and 
Remediation

Portfolio Strategy
Go-to-Market Strategy
LCM Strategy
R&D Optimization
Pipeline Prioritization

Price Strategy
Strategic Reimbursement Assessment
Contract Strategies
Payer Engagement and Policy 
Development

Organizational Design Implementation
P&L Optimizations
Business Analytics
Insight Generation

Organizational Design
Physician Education Strategies
Clinical Strategies
Field Optimization

Business Development & Partnership
Alliance Management
Organizational Design
Commercial Model Evolution

Product Strategy & Execution
Wrap Around Services/Tech
Franchise Strategy
New Product Planning

Integrated Launch Planning
Project Management
Competitive Intelligence
Brand Development

Guidehouse Life Sciences

https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/life-sciences-consulting
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/life-sciences-consulting
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National Security Segment
Guidehouse is a key contributor in delivering insights at the highest levels across a range of initiatives in the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security, U.S. Department of State, the U.S. Department of Justice, and within the Intelligence Community. 

National Security Segment (NSS)  clients are dedicated to the communities and constituencies they serve. Guidehouse takes 
that to heart, solving some of the deepest challenges with passion and purpose, knowing that we are doing more for our 
government clients than just driving top-line growth. 

Guidehouse NSS

Advanced-Data 
Analytics

Emergency 
Management

Organizational 
Strategy & 

Transformation

Business Process 
Re-engineering

Grants 
Management

Cybersecurity Information 
Technology

Enterprise Risk 
Management

Portfolio, Program, 
and Project 

Management 

Change 
Management & 

Communications
Human CapitalFinancial 

Management

Real Estate 
& Facilities 

Optimization

CAPABILITIES 

https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/national-security
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/national-security
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State & Local Government Segment
In an environment of constant change, Guidehouse helps state and local 
governments connect citizens, plan and drive investments, and increase efficiency 
to promote long-term economic, environmental, social, and cultural prosperity.

Our experience getting things done in government, coupled with the power of our 
multidisciplinary consultants, provides the perspective and expertise to deliver 
value across multiple domains. Our capabilities range from strategy and operations 
consulting to technical architecture planning and risk management. We work with 
clients to identify and pursue the most effective approach based on unique regional 
needs, market potential, and development goals.

Strategy

Technology

Risk

Operatio
ns

Strategic Planning
IT Strategy
Growth Planning
Workforce Planning
Data Management & Analytics

Operational 
Transformation
Change Management
Shared Services
Grant Funding 
Oversight

Technology Project Management
Enterprise Data Management
Identity Access Management

Enterprise Risk 
Management
Internal Controls
Internal Audit

Cloud Strategies
Independent Verification and Validation
Cybersecurity

Our work touches all aspects of government operations and our approach combines 
deep sector expertise with data-driven and collaborative problem-solving. From 
developing smart cities road maps to helping agencies tackle affordable housing, our 
State and Local Government Practice intentionally seeks out opportunities to work 
with cities on addressing issues that are core to their future success. 

Guidehouse S&L Government

https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/state-local-government
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Why Guidehouse?
At Guidehouse, we are a community of diverse professionals who thrive when we 
use our many talents to solve our clients’ most complex issues, creating significant 
value and lasting, meaningful impact. 

We do this as we navigate each clients’ unique challenges, enabling them to shape 
their futures, engage with their stakeholders, and bring forward new levels of trust 
and social contribution than previously possible. 

By focusing on our clients’ above-the-fold, agenda-setting, front-page issues that 
share public and commercial market concerns, we showcase the unique talent, 
innovation, and quality only Guidehouse provides. As the only consulting firm to win 
the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, we are uniquely positioned to address 
these major issues.
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Inclusion & Diversity in Action
Guidehouse’s Inclusion & Diversity program is committed to fostering a 
progressive work environment that creates awareness, supports an open 
exchange of ideas, and encourages a collaborative culture.

We offer seven Inclusion & Diversity groups, providing a unique 
opportunity to network and enhance cultural awareness.

Additionally, Guidehouse’s approach to creating an inclusive environment 
resulted in a top score of 100 on the Corporate Equality Index Rating 
from the Human Rights Campaign for 11 consecutive years.

INCLUSION & DIVERSITY GROUPS 

COMMITTED TO INCLUSION, DIVERSITY,  AND BELONGING

11 consecutive  
perfect scores 
with Human 
Rights Campaign

49% 
female & 

51% male

Great 
Place 
to Work

6 
generations of 
professionals

7 
employee 
affinity 
groups

37%  
racially 
diverse

5% 
Veteran & 
Active Duty

Black Incusion 
Network

LatinX Incusion 
Network

Veteran Affinity 
Network

OPEN Network
LBGTQA Employee Group

Women’s Incusion 
Network

Pan-Asian 
Network

Young Professionals 
Network
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Guidehouse
Internship Program
Guidehouse’s Internship Program offers the leaders of tomorrow a robust experience to launch their 
professional careers. The Internship Program typically occurs during the summer before the final year 
of undergraduate or graduate studies. 

Our mission is to staff interns on real-world projects, showcase the inclusive and diverse Guidehouse 
culture, and provide interns the chance to join Guidehouse full time following graduation.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM COMPONENTS
LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT

ENGAGEMENT

Buddy Program

Intern Speaker 
Series

C-Suite 
Lunch & Learn

Performance 
Management

Inclusion & 
Diversity Network

Intern Group 
Projects

Networking 
Activities
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My favorite aspect of my internship 
with Guidehouse was the ability to 
work with my team on a meaningful 
client project. The technical skills 
I learned during my internship are 
valuable tools that I still use today 
and continue to develop. After my first 
day back as a full-time consultant, it 
was as if I never left!

Eddie Tellez, 
2019 Advanced Solutions
Central Analytics Intern

Campus  Recruiting    21 
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Our Application Process
Interested in working at Guidehouse? 
Apply today to join one of our teams around the country.

1. CAREER NETWORK

Join our campus talent community 
by visiting your university’s network 
(e.g., Handshake, Symplicity) or 
build your talent profile on the 
Guidehouse Campus Portal.

2. APPLY ONLINE

Apply through your university’s 
career network or view our job 
postings on the Guidehouse 
Campus/Early Careers page.

3. FIRST-ROUND INTERVIEW

Participate in an on-campus or 
virtual interview.

4. FINAL-ROUND INTERVIEW

Visit the Guidehouse office or 
virtually meet our team.

5. JOB OFFER

Congratulations!                        
Welcome to Guidehouse.

22       Guidehouse

https://university-guidehouse.icims.com/connect
https://careers.guidehouse.com/students/jobs
https://careers.guidehouse.com/students/jobs
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AMERICAS

• Canada

 − Ontario

• United States

 − Alabama

 − Arizona

 − California

 − Colorado

 − District of Columbia

 − Florida

 − Georgia

 − Illinois

 − Indiana

 − Maryland

 − Massachusetts

ASIA

• China

 − Beijing

 − Shanghai 

• India

 − Nagercoil

 − Trivandrum 

• South Korea

 − Seoul

 − Michigan

 − Minnesota

 − New Jersey

 − New York

 − North Carolina

 − Ohio

 − Pennsylvania

 − South Dakota

 − Texas

 − Utah

 − Vermont

 − Virginia

 − Washington

 − Wisconsin

EUROPE

• Germany

 − Berlin

 − Cologne 

• The Netherlands

 − Utrecht 

• United Kingdom

 − London

MIDDLE EAST

• United Arab Emirates

 − Abu Dhabi

 − Dubai

Global Reach
Representative Office Locations:

50+ 
Locations

8,000+ 
Employees

3,000+ 
Engagements

Campus  Recruiting    23 
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Guidehouse is a leading global provider of consulting services to the public and commercial 

markets with broad capabilities in management, technology, and risk consulting. We 

help clients address their toughest challenges with a focus on markets and clients facing 

transformational change, technology-driven innovation and significant regulatory pressure. 

Across a range of advisory, consulting, outsourcing, and technology/analytics services, we 

help clients create scalable, innovative solutions that prepare them for future growth and 

success.  Headquartered in Washington DC, the company has more than 7,000 professionals 

in more than 50 locations. Guidehouse is a Veritas Capital portfolio company, led by seasoned 

professionals with proven and diverse expertise in traditional and emerging technologies, 

markets and agenda-setting issues driving national and global economies. For more 

information, please visit: www.guidehouse.com.

linkedin.com/company/guidehouse

facebook.com/guidehouse

@guidehouse

@guidehouse

https://guidehouse.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/guidehouse/
http://linkedin.com/company/guidehouse
http://facebook.com/guidehouse
https://twitter.com/guidehouse
http://twitter.com/guidehouse
http://instagram.com/guidehouse
https://www.instagram.com/Guidehouse/
https://www.facebook.com/Guidehouse/

